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Pietersen and Bell are England’s guilty men abroad

By Derek Pringle in Dunedin

There were two hundreds by 
England openers on the fourth of 
a five-day salvage operation on 
this opening Test. Yet excellent 
though the one by Alastair Cook 
was – his 24th in Tests – Nick 
Compton’s is likely to be more 
important to the team over the 
next 10 months given the 
challenges that lay ahead.

The Ashes is the currency that 
counts most to England 
supporters and there are back-to-
back series over the next year. 
When they are fit, Australia 
possess several potent new-ball 
bowlers so it is essential to have a 
settled pair of good openers. 
Compton’s hundred here in his 
fifth Test will go some way towards 
creating that after his limboland of 
scores between 30 and 60.

It is no guarantee of success but 
his century should help ease the 
tension that seems both natural to 
his personality and a rite of 
passage for most late starters, who 
forever worry whether they are 
quite good enough until that big 
score comes along.

His famous forebear could also 
be a burden, but this Compton, 
29, has already exceeded his 
grandfather Denis’s highest Test 
score in New Zealand of 79.

He still has some way to go to 
match the 17 hundreds Denis 
Compton made for England, and 
he possesses little of Denis’s dash, 
but he is on his way now with the 
almost certain guarantee of an 
Ashes series to add lustre to any 
more he might score here.

“To get to this moment is 
something special,” said 
Compton, whose father Richard 
was picked out by the television 
cameras at the ground in tears as 
his son achieved the landmark. “I 
never thought I would be sitting 
here with a Test hundred. I kept 
believing, even though it has been 
a long time. It’s a strange feeling.” 

Compton was under pressure 
from the emergence of Joe Root 
and his first innings duck, which 
followed a steady, if unspectacular, 
tour to India. “I was well aware of 
that. Joe is a fantastic talent. He 
has played brilliantly over the last 
year. This innings was very 

Show of steel 
should end the 
opener debate

Compton lays down Ashes marker

By James Corrigan 
in Doral, Florida

Rory McIlroy will not keep Mickey 
Mouse waiting. The world No1 
will decide here today if he 
 needs more competitive golf to 
prepare for the Masters next 
month and so tee it up in Orlando 
in 12 days’ time.

The world No1 has until Friday 
to declare for the Arnold Palmer 
Invitational – taking place close to 
Disney World – but will let the Bay 
Hill officials know of his 
intentions earlier. McIlroy is 
scheduled to play only the 
Houston Open before Augusta, 
but will add the extra event if he 
believes his form requires it.

With three dropped shots in his 
opening four holes of the WGC 
Cadillac Championship yesterday, 
he was threatening to undo all his 
good work of Friday. There had 
been positive signs for the 
Ulsterman. The second-round 69 
was the first time McIlroy had 
broken par this year and his relief 
was palpable after a woeful run  
comprising a missed cut in Abu 
Dhabi, a first-round exit at the 
World Matchplay and a 
humiliating withdrawal at the 
Honda Classic last week.

“It’s nice, it’s the first red 
number I’ve shot all year, 
competitively, anyway. I’ve shot a 
few in practice,” McIlroy said. “I 
said to my mum [Rosie] walking 

GOLF

McIlroy ready to finalise his Masters preparations
coach, Michael Bannon, may have 
done so after his first-round 73. “I 
had a really good range session 
and felt like I hit the ball quite a 
lot better, definitely not the way I 
know I can hit it but it was better. 
I saw a lot of good signs out there. 
I hit a really good six-iron into 
the eighth hole and hit a great 
three-wood off the 10th.”

Ironically, McIlroy was paired 
with Ernie Els yesterday; he was 
playing with the South African 
when he decided to walk in after 
eight holes of his second round at 
Palm Beach Gardens. In terms of 
his temperament, McIlroy has 
come a long way in the past week, 
although considering the rude 
health of Woods’s game he will 

likely have to make dramatic 
technical improvements to 
challenge at the Masters.

Woods set a personal best in 
posting 17 birdies in his first 36 
holes to take a two-shot lead on 
13-under over McIlroy’s 
countryman Graeme McDowell. 
With Phil Mickelson and Steve 
Stricker tied for third on 10-under 
and with a supporting cast 
including Bubba Watson, Charl 
Schwartzel, Dustin Johnson and 
Keegan Bradley, the Blue Monster 
was promising to stage a classic.

For his part, McDowell was 
happy to play the role of 
gatecrasher. His bogeyless 
advancement to 11-under ensured 
he would be in the final group.

In the red: Rory 
McIlroy shot 
his first 
competitive 
sub-par round 
of the year in 
Florida on Friday

from the 15th to the 16th tee: ‘Oh, 
my God, I’m in red numbers.’”

At two-under, McIlroy was 11 
shots behind the halfway leader 
Tiger Woods, but his place on the 
leaderboard was not important. 
The 23-year-old’s mission this 
week was to rediscover his swing 
and he went into the third round 
yesterday believing he and his 

Nick Compton showed immense 
mental strength to forget 
questions about his place in the 

side, his first-innings duck 
and his team’s 

perilous 
position to 
record his first 

Test hundred.
It is probably not an 

exaggeration to say he was batting 
for his Test career. After the India 
tour, I thought he could be 
dropped. I felt Jonny Bairstow 
could slot in at six and Joe Root 
could open with Alastair Cook. 
But Jonny did not perform in the 
one-dayers and England made the 
right call to stick with Compton.

England will be relieved. They 
would have been worried after his 
duck in the first innings. It is a 
horrible feeling as a batsman 
going out on a pair. He would 
have been aware another failure  
would have put pressure on 
the England management, 
particularly given the team’s 
overall batting performance in the 
first innings. Compton will be 
desperate to play in the Ashes and 
the pressure could have been too 
much to handle.

But to go out there and bat the 
way he did shows great character. 
He played with a lovely tempo. He 
defended well, manoeuvred the 
ball around confidently and his 
footwork was excellent. I like the 
way he bats. 

I had a trigger movement. He 
stands very still. He is clearly very 
determined and desperate to do 
well. That is good as long as he 
can relax at the crease. In this 
innings he looked very assured.

It sent a message to the New 
Zealanders that he was in 
control and batting positively. He 
called loudly to his partner, every 
time he hit it, which I always like 
to hear from a player. That 
showed positivity.

You can never say you are 
secure in the side and destined to 
play in an Ashes series, but he 
would have to endure a consistent 
run of low scores to lose his place 
now. I do not think he is that 
kind of batsman. 

Everyone struggles at times but 
I cannot see him having a string 
of noughts or single-figure scores 
so I expect him to open at Trent 
Bridge on July 10.

I do not know him that well but 

By Scyld Berry

England are not going to return to 
No1 in the Test rankings until they 
kick their habit of starting slowly, 
and often disastrously, abroad.

In their past 12 away series 
before New Zealand, England 
have lost the first Test eight times 
and drawn three times. Their 
single victory came in Bangladesh 

– and provided a touring team 
turn up there, and rain does not, 
they win. 

“I just can’t put my finger on it,” 
James Anderson said about 
England’s habit of 
underperforming in the first Test 
of a series abroad. 

However, while the reasons are 
multifactorial, Anderson could 
point his finger at two batsmen 
who are serial poor starters. Thus 
programmed, England’s computer 
is liable to crash.

The reasons advanced for 
England’s 167 in Dunedin range 
from insufficient match practice 
for the Test specialists Nick 

Compton and Kevin Pietersen; the 
shock of losing Graeme Swann, 
possibly for ever; the failure to 
switch on mentally after losing 
the first day to rain; to the 
impatience of England’s desire to 
assert their superiority.

England have also had a 
specific problem with the 
slowness of the University Oval. 
Their performance in a three-day 
game on their 2008 tour was 
almost a carbon copy of this Test 
match: all out for 131 in an 
underperforming first innings, 
followed by two centuries in their 
second, and a face-saving draw.

Over and above all these 

reasons, though, England have 
two batsmen in Pietersen and Ian 
Bell who are distinctly poor at 
starting a Test series abroad.

In their careers both Pietersen 
and Bell have played 22 innings in 
the first Test of away series 
(excluding the one in 
Bangladesh). Neither had scored 
a hundred up to the second 
innings in Dunedin. Both 
players, rather than rising to the 
challenge of shaping the series, 
had averaged 28.

Bell used to contribute in the 
first Test of away series until 
2008. In Dunedin, following his 
first-baller in Ahmedabad, he 

drove a ball that was not full 
enough and gave a catch to extra-
cover. This left him with 189 runs 
in the first Test of his past seven 
away series at an average of 15.

Pietersen has shaped numerous 
Test series. However, he seems to  

need time to get his eye in, 
especially if he has not brought an 
intense attitude to the warm-up 
games. He tends to underperform 
in the first Test at home or abroad, 
and to excel in the second Test, 
averaging 66.

If England are to start strongly 
in the first Test in Brisbane in 
November, Pietersen and Bell 
have to kick their habit, or the 
personnel has to be changed. 
England’s record in the last 
decade suggests they could afford 
one batsman with such a profile, 
but not two.

Their batting team-mates have 
not let the side down. Alastair 

Cook learnt from Andrew Strauss 
the importance of starting a 
series strongly: leading from the 
front, his 116 in Dunedin was his 
fourth century in the first Test of 
an away series.

Compton has started well in 
every way, if a question about his 
defence against the bouncer 
remains. Jonathan Trott also turns 
up for the opening Test of series 
abroad, like Cook, and scores 
roughly in accordance with his 
performance overall. But for 
England to be No1 again, their 
batsmen have to perform as a 
unit, without passengers, when 
the spotlights are switched on.

I believe Nick likes to prove 
people wrong. But he should not 
bat as if the world is against him 
all the time. It would be nice to 
see him express himself and 
really enjoy playing for England. It 
is the best time of your life. Have 
your own approach, but you also 
want to end your career saying you 
really enjoyed it.

One of the hardest things for a 
Test specialist such as Nick is that 
you have to arrive on tour and 
immediately perform. 

That is one of the toughest 
roles to play in the modern game. 
It naturally takes a few days to 
get back in the bubble yet you 
arrive in a Test match without any 
real practice. 

He played one tour match in 
Queenstown, which would not 
have felt even as intense as a 
competitive county match. In the 
warm-up game he was playing 
alongside lads who had been on 
tour for a while and going through 
the motions a bit.

A Test specialist must be 
mentally strong and able to switch 
on. I felt for Monty Panesar. He 
had not bowled competitively 
since Dec 18 and suddenly had 

to replace Swanny. It is very 
hard. Look at Graham Onions. 
He arrived in Queenstown having 
not played for months. He was 
undercooked and could not 
perform, but it was not all 
his fault.

If someone in the top six goes 
down injured over the next week 
or so, Bairstow will be thrown in 
without a game. That is something 
England will have to address. They 
might have to look at finding 
players cricket away from the 
national set-up to ensure they are 
ready once parachuted into a tour.

England’s dismissal for 167 in 
the first innings was a joke. It 
reminded them they have to treat 
the game with commitment. Do 
that and you produce the results 
we have seen so far in the 
second innings.

Read Derek Pringle’s 7am 
stumps report of the final 
day’s play in the first Test 
between England and New 
Zealand in Dunedin
www.telegraph.co.uk/
cricket 

ONLINE

In Dunedin New Zealand won toss 

ENGLAND First Innings 167 (B P Martin 4-43, 

N Wagner 4-42). 

NEW ZEALAND First Innings

R B 4 6

PG Fulton c Prior b Anderson 55 169 8 0

HD Rutherford c Sub b Anderson 172 217 22 3

KS Williamson b Panesar 24 69 3 0

LRP Taylor c Trott b Anderson 31 57 4  0

DG Brownlie b Anderson 27 38 5 0

*BB McCullum c Anderson b Broad 74 109 9 3

†BJ Watling b Broad 0 1 0 0

TG Southee b Broad 25 21 2 2

BP Martin c Prior b Finn 41 63 8 0

NWagner not out 4 6 0 0

Extras (lb 8) 8 

Total (9 wkts dec, 116.4 overs) 460

Fall of wickets 1-158 (Fulton, 50.5 ov), 2-249 

(Williamson, 73.4 ov), 3-267 (Rutherford, 80.1 ov), 

4-310 (Taylor, 90.1 ov), 5-321 (Brownlie, 92.6 ov), 

6-326 (Watling, 93.4 ov), 7-370 (Southee, 99.6 ov), 

8-447 (McCullum, 113.1 ov), 9-460 (Martin, 116.4 ov). 

Did not bat T A Boult.

Bowling Anderson 33-2-137-4; Finn 26.4-3-102-1; 

Broad 28-3-118-3; Panesar 22-2-83-1; Trott 2-0-4-0; 

Root 5-0-9-0.

ENGLAND Second Innings

R B 4 6

*AN Cook c Watling b Boult  116 252 15 0

NRD Compton not out 102 265 10 0

ST Finn not out 0 6 0 0

Extras (b 6, lb 9, nb 1) 16

Total (1 wicket; 87 overs) 234

Fall of wickets 1-231 (Cook, 84.5 ov). 

To bat DL Trott, KP Pietersen, IR Bell, JE Root, 

†MJ Prior, SCJ Broad, JM Anderson, MS Panesar.

Bowling Southee 18-3-47-0, Boult 19-5-34-1, Wagner 

20-4-64-0, Martin 25-7-61-0, Williamson 5-1-13-0.

Umpires Asad Rauf (Pakistan) & PR Reiffel (Australia).

SCOREBOARD

important and I needed to pull 
something out. I will probably 
look back and wonder how it 
happened but I just tried to keep 
my head down and focus.”

His unbeaten hundred in 
Dunedin was chanceless, as was 
Cook’s century, though England’s 
situation was perfectly tailored to 
Compton’s personality and style.

With England needing to bat at 
least five sessions to save the 
match, after conceding a first 
innings deficit of 293, it was if the 
spec had been written especially 
for him, his strengths being 
patience and an organised mind 
used to plotting long innings.

His concentration was so fierce 
that he did not appear to notice 
when Brendon McCullum, in an 
attempt to work a wicket, posted 
two fielders at short mid-on and 
then swapped them around just as 
Tim Southee ran in to bowl.

Here in Dunedin, on a pitch that 
had gone to sleep and against an 
attack that had Southee feeling 
his way back after injury, two 
more pace bowlers with 15 
Tests between them and a 
debutant spinner, he 
looked in control despite 
getting bogged down 
in the nineties. 

His stand with 
Cook had reached 
231 when Trent Boult 
dismissed the captain 
for 116, beating the 
previous highest 
opening partnership for 
England against New Zealand, the 
223 made by Graeme Fowler and 
Chris Tavare at the Oval in 1983. It 

Scaling heights: England’s Nick Compton celebrates reaching three figures on day four of the first Test

Proud 
moment: 
Richard 
Compton in 
tears as son 
Nick lives up 
to famous 
surname

was also Cook and Compton’s 
third 100-partnership together 
from 10 attempts, a higher 
percentage, for now, than Cook 
and Andrew Strauss, who made 12 
century stands in 117 innings.

Cook reached his hundred first, 
with a swept four off Bruce Martin, 
but it was a facsimile of so many 
Cook centuries of late, being 
based on a watertight defence and 
a clinical dispatch of the bad ball. 
When you see him as resolutely 
back to business as he was 
yesterday, you wonder why he 
appeared so flaky in the first 
innings when he was not in 
control of his shots and struck the 
ball in the air several times.

Perhaps he felt the need to be 
positive after New Zealand put 
England in to bat and, as senior 
partner, he had wanted to make 
the running. Strauss did 
something similar when Cook first 
started and fell foul of it. Given 
Cook’s return to old ways, he 
appears to have learnt from that 
lesson in the space of an innings.

With his hundred, he joins 
Vivian Richards on 24. Cook has 
none of Richards’ charisma or 
virtuosity but he tends to get the 
job done with a minimum of fuss.

With two days to go, and a 
match to be saved, his job here 
was to see England through to 
stumps without loss. He failed, 
just, but if most would have 
forgiven him the tired nibble he 
had at Boult with the second new 
ball, he was not in the mood, 
angrily swishing his bat as he 
trudged off, his standards long set 
higher than everyone else.


